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Maritime Polar (mP) Air Masses. Â‰Maritime polar air masses form over upper latitude oceanic regions and
are cool and moist. Â‰mP air masses form over high-latitude ocean as cP air masses move out from the
interior of continents. (I.e., cP Ã¦ mP). Â‰Oceans add heat and moisture into the dry and cold cP air masses.
Chapter 9: Air Masses and Fronts Air masses
Maritime polar (mP) air masses are cool, moist, and unstable. Some maritime polar air masses originate as
continental polar air masses over Asia and move westward over the Pacific, warming and obtaining moisture
from the ocean.
Air Masses and Air Mass Classification - Oklahoma Mesonet
The first word of an air mass tells one where the mass was formed (over water or land) Continental o Air
masses formed over land o DRY Maritime o Air masses formed over water o WET When describing
temperature what words can we use? The second word of an air mass tells whether an air mass was formed
close to the equator or pole
Name: P eri od: Air Masses and Fronts - Soaring to Excellence
Air Masses. â€¢ Air masses have fairly uniform temperature and moisture content in horizontal direction (but
not uniform in vertical). â€¢ Air masses are characterized by their temperature and humidity properties. â€¢
The properties of air masses are determined by the underlying surface properties where they originate.
Chapter 9 : Air Mass - Home | www.ess.uci.edu
An air mass is a huge body of air where temperature and humidity (and hence subsequent weather) are
reasonably consistent. For example, the small and almost evenly spaced clouds in this picture are indicative
of an air mass known as â€œPolarâ€•. The clouds are similar in size, shape, type, etc.
Air masses and fronts - Institute of Highway Engineers
Air Masses, Fronts, Storm Systems, and the Jet Stream. Air Masses. When a large bubble of air remains
over a specific area of Earth long enough to take on the. temperature and humidity characteristics of that
region, an air mass forms. For example, when a mass of air sits over a warm ocean it becomes warm and
moist.
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Air Masses, Fronts, Storm Systems, and the Jet Stream
â€¢Airmasses cover large regions of the earth, typically several hundred thousand square kilometers.
â€¢Airmasses can be as deep as the depth of the troposphere or as shallow as 1 to 2 km. â€¢Airmasses
form when air remains over a relatively flat region of the earth* with homogeneous surface characteristics for
an extended period of time.
AIRMASSES, FRONTS and FRONTAL ANALYSIS
Air Masses. The homogenous regions can be the vast ocean surface or vast plains and plateaus. The air
with distinctive characteristics in terms of temperature and humidity is called an air mass. It is a large body of
air having little horizontal variation in temperature and moisture.
Air Mass | Air masses based on Source Regions | PMF IAS
Air masses are one of the primary forces that control a region's weather. For example, an Arctic air mass is
very cold and typically dry. In contrast, an air mass whose source region is more tropical, is warm. An air
mass would be moist if it originated over the ocean and dry if its source region was over a continent.
Air Masses demonstration
polar air masses bring clear, cold, dry air to much of North America. In summer, the air mass is milder.
Storms may occur when continental polar air masses move south and collide with maritime tropical air
masses moving north. How Air Masses Move When an air mass moves into an area and interacts with other
air masses, it causes the weather to ...
Air Masses and Fronts - Folwell School
Air Masses and Fronts Worksheet Formation of Air Masses An air mass will form when air sits over an area
for a long period of time. The air mass will take on the same characteristics as the surface beneath.
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